Music – BA General Concentration – Instrumental, pre-MAE

Fall—First Year
- MUSI 130: Music Analysis I
- MUSI 132: Aural Skills in Music I
- MUSI 279: Concert and Recital Atten.
- MUSI 153: Keyboard Skills I
- MUSI xxx: Major Instrument, Lower
- MUSI xxx: Major Ensemble, Lower
- MUSI xxx: Methods Class
- Liberal Studies Program (LSP) coursework

Fall—Second Year
- MUSI 230: Music Analysis III
- MUSI 232: Aural Skills in Music III
- MUSI 339: Music Literature
- MUSI 279: Concert and Recital Atten.
- MUSI 253: Keyboard Skills III
- MUSI xxx: Major Instrument, Lower
- MUSI xxx: Major Ensemble, Lower
- MUSI xxx: Methods Class
- Liberal Studies Program (LSP) coursework

Fall—Third Year
- MUSI 340: Music History I
- MUSI 279: Concert and Recital Atten.
- MUSI 388: Conducting
- MUSI xxx: Major Instrument, Upper
- MUSI xxx: Major Ensemble, Upper
- MUSI xxx: Methods Class
- ED 389: Foundations of Ed.
- ED 388: Field Exp. Seminar
- Liberal Studies Program (LSP) coursework

Fall—Fourth Year
- MUSI xxx: Major Instrument, Upper
- MUSI xxx: Major Ensemble, Upper
- MUSI xxx: Methods Class
- ED 593: Psych Foundations of Ed.
- Liberal Studies Program (LSP) coursework

Spring—First Year
- MUSI 131: Music Analysis II
- MUSI 133: Aural Skills in Music II
- MUSI 279: Concert and Recital Atten.
- MUSI 154: Keyboard Skills II
- MUSI 127: Pre-MAE Seminar
- MUSI xxx: Major Instrument, Lower
- MUSI xxx: Major Ensemble, Lower
- MUSI xxx: Methods Class
- Liberal Studies Program (LSP) coursework

Spring—Second Year
- MUSI 231 Music Analysis IV
- MUSI 233: Aural Skills in Music IV
- MUSI 279: Concert and Recital Atten.
- MUSI 254: Keyboard Skills IV
- MUSI xxx: Major Instrument, Lower
- MUSI xxx: Major Ensemble, Lower
- MUSI xxx: Methods Class
- Liberal Studies Program (LSP) coursework

Spring—Third Year
- MUSI 341: Music History II
- MUSI 279: Concert and Recital Atten.
- MUSI 331: Form and Analysis
- MUSI xxx: Major Instrument, Upper
- MUSI xxx: Major Ensemble, Upper
- MUSI xxx: Methods Class
- ED 393: Clinical Exp. In Teaching
- Liberal Studies Program (LSP) coursework

Spring—Fourth Year
- MUSI 332: Arranging
- MUSI xxx: Senior Recital
- MUSI xxx: Methods Class
- MUSI xxx: Music Elective
- MUSI 687: Research in Music Ed.
- Liberal Studies Program (LSP) coursework